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Volunteer Fundraising

Using Agent Fundraising to effectively leverage, support, and
mobilize volunteers
Non-profit organizations rely on their supporters for help. Whether that help comes in the form of
time, talent, or treasure, it needs to be managed and maximized. Unfortunately, the staff in charge of
managing volunteers is usually stretched in a multitude of directions without much extra time to assist
their volunteers. And how do you fully leverage the enthusiasm of your passionate supporters, who want
to help you reach your mission? “We would love to get more volunteers involved, but we don’t have
the staff time or resources to manage many more volunteers than we already do,” says Lynn DeFabio,
Director of Volunteer Management for the Office of Alumni Relations at Carnegie Mellon University.
“Having a tool that would make volunteers more self-sufficient, would be key.”

Greater Engagement And Increased Donations
Empowering volunteers to communicate important news, generate enthusiasm, and encourage
participation in your mission increases your fundraising reach without adding administrative overhead.
“By giving our volunteers the tools they need to be the best stewards of their alma mater, they feel like
an integral part of our team, which fosters the volunteer relationship in a more meaningful, personal
way,” says Laurie Carlin Davidson, Director, Leadership Giving at Northwestern University.
Increases in efficiency enable volunteer managers to either focus energies on other fundraising initiatives
or take on additional volunteers to grow fundraising teams and propel their campaigns. “Freeing up
volunteer managers to manage a greater volume of volunteers has the potential to increase donation
revenue exponentially,” says Heather J. Ruggio, Senior Director, Alumni Relations & Development
Services at Northwestern University.
iModules Software, the leading provider of online engagement and fundraising solutions for the
education market, has developed a Volunteer Fundraising tool to complement Encompass, its suite of
communication and engagement solutions. Encompass provides tools to improve operational efficiency,
minimize administrative work, maximize resources, deliver personalized experiences, and elevate
fundraising. Volunteer Fundraising from iModules Software is comprised of two components: Agent
Fundraising and Personal Fundraising. Agent Fundraising allows your volunteer agents to more effectively
engage with their peers on your institution’s behalf using online tools to organize, plan, and manage
prospects through an online workflow. Agent Fundraising allow your volunteers to provide maximum
support for your campaigns.
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Using Technology To Streamline The Process
One of the most time-consuming tasks of managing agent fundraising is creating contact lists for each
volunteer agent. “Anything we can do to make this process easier and faster would be a blessing,” says
Laurie Carlin Davidson, Director, Leadership Giving at Northwestern University. The Agent Fundraising
tool from iModules allows volunteer
Figure 1
managers to easily query their Encompass
database and create a list of contacts that fit
the preferred criteria indicated by volunteer
agents. This could be alumni from their area
of study, graduating class or hometown, or
fellow sports fans. A volunteer agent can also
name specific individuals for the manager
to assign to the volunteer agent’s call list
(figure 1) or create the list from data exported
from an offline system. Using a built-in tool,
managers and volunteer agents can quickly
The volunteer manager view of each volunteer
exchange messages regarding the list and
agent offers the ability to add new prospects to
requested changes until the volunteer agent is
their list.
comfortable with the call list.

Once the call lists have been finalized, it’s
Figure 2
critical to share only the most pertinent
information about the potential donor
without revealing sensitive, personal data.
“Data security is as important to us as it is
our donors,” says Heather J. Ruggio, Senior
Director, Alumni Relations and Development
Services at Northwestern University. Using
the Agent Fundraising tool from iModules, the
volunteer manager selects which pieces of
The volunteer manager selects which data the
biographic, demographic, and historic giving
volunteer agents can view.
information to reveal to the volunteer agent
for soliciting purposes (figure 2). This ensures
the security of the potential donor while arming the volunteer agents with the information they need to
complete their tasks.
Another powerful feature of iModules’ Agent Fundraising tool is the user interface (figure 3). Volunteer
agents securely log in to your website with a unique user ID and password to access all the tools they
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need in a single location. Once logged in, agents have access to all the documentation you deem
necessary and useful for their tasks, such as script sheets, talking points, and training manuals. “We
place a lot of trust in our volunteers to maintain the university’s messaging and brand when they are
soliciting donors,” said Timothy Seidel, Associate Director of Alumni Communications at Carnegie
Mellon University. “Templates, scripts, and talking points are great ways to guide them, but only if our
volunteers can find what they need quickly and easily.”

Figure 3

The volunteer agent dashboard
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“The volunteers with the largest personal networks have the least amount of free time to give. We need
to make them effective, so they can maximize the time they give us,” says Tim State, Associate Vice
President for Alumni Programs at Lake Forest College. The iModules’ Agent Fundraising user interface
is where volunteer agents find all contact
Figure 4
information for their assigned prospects. An
intuitive emailing component is built into the
tool (figure 4), allowing volunteer agents to
send donation appeals, follow-up messages,
and thank you notes to their prospects. Email
templates can be created with your branding
and customizable messages, supporting the
most timely and effective communication.
The Agent Fundraising user interface allows
the volunteer agents to be self-sufficient and
access everything they need, when and where
they need it. It’s accessible from any webThe volunteer agent email tool
enabled device with no need to download
any software or programs. “Empowering our
volunteers with the right tools to do their work creates greater engagement with the university,” says
Katie Lambrou, Senior Associate Director for Student and Alumni Giving in University Advancement at
Carnegie Mellon University. Volunteer agents can complete their commitment to your institution on
their terms, given the flexibility of time and place. Additionally, collecting all activity and data in one
integrated platform eliminates the inefficiencies of paper processes.
The Agent Fundraising user interface is also command central for continued communication between
the volunteer agent and volunteer manager. “Closing the feedback loop is important,” says Tim State,
Associate Vice President for Alumni Programs at
Figure 5
Lake Forest College. Status reports, goal tracking,
notes, and more are available enabling the
smooth flow of information between the parties.
Through the online tools, volunteer agents can
see their progress against goals, which tasks still
need to be completed, and even gauge their
performance compared to teammates. Volunteer
managers can view the status of all their volunteer
agents, helping identify fundraising superstars
The volunteer manager progress report
who may be underutilized and understand which
overview
volunteer agents may need further direction or a
little extra motivation (figure 5 & 6).
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Figure 6

The volunteer manager standard reporting

The iModules’ Agent Fundraising tool streamlines the volunteer process and increase efficiencies for
both volunteer agents and volunteer managers by collecting all activity and data in one online tool.
It creates deeper engagement between volunteer agents and the institution. And perhaps best of all,
these benefits come together efficiently and effectively online to ultimately increase donations to the
organization. As Tim State, Associate Vice President for Alumni Programs at Lake Forest College explains,
“managing volunteers is completely different today than it was ten years ago. Using technology to
integrate all the pieces into an intuitive, user-friendly tool is the direction we need to go.”
Encompass from iModules is a fully integrated online communication and engagement platform built
to help institutions strengthen relationships, increase engagement, foster loyalty, boost participation,
and drive donations. Volunteer Fundraising, as a component of Encompass, provides tools to improve
operational efficiency, minimize administrative work, maximize resources, deliver personalized
experiences, and elevate fundraising.
For more information, visit us at www.imodules.com or call 913.888.0772.
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iModules provides technology solutions and services to help organizations achieve their missions
and build meaningful relationships through member engagement and online communication. With
more than 600 clients reaching more than 50 million constituents, iModules offers easy-to-use tools
for website management, data management, email marketing, event management, online giving,
membership management, volunteer fundraising and social networking integration. An industry leader
since 2002, iModules partners with organizations worldwide to make a difference. For more information,
visit www.imodules.com or call 913.888.0772.
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